Dual Propane Event Grill
Operating Instructions & Trouble Shooting Guideline
*This unit is designed to be used on a single dedicated 20amp circuit.
615.822.4392
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Operating Instructions
LIGHTING THE MAIN BURNERS USING ELECTRONIC IGNITION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open the lid.
Ensure all burner control knobs are in the “Off” position.
Turn on the LP gas by turning the hand wheel on the cylinder valve.
Turn one burner control knob marked with an igniter flame to “High”.
Depress the electronic ignition button and hold down. You should hear a clicking sound, which shows
the electronic ignition is working.
6. If the burner does not light within 5 seconds, turn the burner control knob to “Off”. Wait 5 minutes
for the gas to clear, and repeat the above procedure.
7. When lit, turn the control knob to the desired setting.
8. Your grill is equipped with continuous ignition. Simply turn the control knob of the burner next to the
lit burner to HI. It will light automatically. Do not press the electronic ignition button again. Then
adjust control knob(s) to desired settings.
MANUALLY LIGHTING THE MAIN BURNERS WITH THE MATCH LIGHTING STICK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Open the lid.
Ensure all burners are in the “Off” position.
Slowly turn on the gas at the LP tank valve if it is not already on.
Place a match in the Match Holder. This is located in the top center drawer of the grill cabinet
underneath the right main burner.
Use the holder to slide the lit match through the cooking grates and the front of the heat tent to the
left of the burner you wish to light.
Press and turn the burner control knob to “HI/LIGHT”. Continue to push in and hold up to 5
seconds or until the burner lights.
If the burner does not light within 5 seconds, turn the burner control knob to “Off”. Wait 5 minutes
for gas to clear, and try again.
When lit, turn the side burner control knob to the desired heat setting.

LIGHTING THE SIDE BURNERS WITH ELECTRONIC IGNITION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open the side burner cover
Ensure the side burner control knob is in the “Off” position, as well as any main burners not in use.
Turn on the LP gas if it is not already on.
Slowly turn the side burner knob left. It will click and ignite the side burner.
If the burner does not light within 5 seconds, turn the burner control knob to “Off”. Wait 5 minutes
for the gas to clear, and repeat the above procedure.
6. When lit, turn the side burner control knob to its desired setting.

LIGHTING THE SIDE BURNER WITH THE MATCH LIGHTING STICK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Open the side burner cover.
Ensure the side control knobs are in the “Off” position as well as any main burner not in use.
Turn on the LP gas if it is not already on.
Strike the match, and place near the top of the burner.
Turn the side burner control knob to “HIGH”.
If the burner does not light within 5 seconds, turn the burner control knob to “Off”. Wait 5 minutes
for the gas to clear, and try again.
7. When lit, turn the burner control knobs to their desired set
REGULATOR AND LP CYLINDER CONNECTIONS
1. The gas pressure regulator provided with this outdoor cooking appliance must be used. This regulator
is set for an outlet pressure of 11 inches water column.
2. Do not connect this grill to any unregulated sources of propane.
3. Before each use, check the gas hose for excessive abrasion or wear, or cuts. Replace a hose assembly
showing those signs with the hose assembly specified in the parts list before using the grill. Inspect the
hose assembly by opening the cabinet door underneath the side burner and following the regulator
hose up to its connection to the gas manifold assembly.
4. Do not attempt to connect this grill to the LP system of a motor home or trailer.
Operating Tips
1. Your gas grill requires reasonable care during operation. It will be hot during cooking and cleaning.
You should never leave the grill unattended or move the grill when in use.
2. Children should never use your grill. Keep younger children and pets away when in use.
3. Only use your grill outside in a well-vented area. Never use indoors in any building, garage, shed, or
under any type of flammable canopy or overhang.
4. Ensure your grill is on level ground and the locking casters are locked before use.
5. Turn all gas valves off should the burners go out when cooking. Open the lid and wait 5 minutes
before relighting.
6. Do not lean over the grill or touch the edges of the firebox or lid when in use.
7. Turn the burners off, close the lid, and shut off the LP cylinder should a grease fire occur.
8. Do not obstruct the flow of combustion and ventilation air to this grill.
9. Keep the outdoor cooking gas appliance area clear and free from combustible materials, gasoline, and
other flammable vapors and liquids.
10. Keep the ventilation openings of the cylinder enclosure free and clear from debris.
11. Do not put a barbeque cover or other flammable material in the storage area of this grill.
12. Do not use charcoal briquettes, lava rock, or any type of ceramic product in the gas section of this
grill.
13. Do not install or use on or in a recreational vehicle and/or boats.
14. Do not attempt to use a cylinder with any other type of connection device.
15. Do not attempt to use a cylinder with a larger capacity.

